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Are you already doing markup? 

  



Are you already doing markup? 

 Probably. 



Markup methods 

 Face formatting (visual markup) 
 Using bold for A heads, italics for B heads 

 Indented block quotes 

 Big red catchlines 

A baby step toward 

semantic markup, but… 

- Relies on visual cues 

- Not machine readable 

- Not accessible 

 

 



Markup methods 

 Face formatting (visual  markup) 
 Using bold for A heads, italics for B heads 

 Indented block quotes 

 Big red catchlines 

 

<typesetting codes> 
 for all paragraphs 

 for headings only 

 for “anything that isn’t regular text”  

   

 



Markup methods 
 Face formatting (visual markup) 

 Using bold for A heads, italics for B heads 

 Indented block quotes 

 Big red catchlines 

 

 <typesetting codes> 
 for all paragraphs 

 for headings only 

 for “anything that isn’t regular text” 

 

  Word styles 
 Paragraph and character styles 

 Word’s built-in styles or your own 

 Few styles or many  

 



So… 

 Q. What do semantic markup methods have in common? 



So… 

 Q. What do all these markup methods have in common? 

  

 A. They aim to identify what things are, not how things look. 



Hold up.  

 You mean markup is just there to make life easier for 
typesetters? 

  

 And for people who make XML and EPUB books? 

Mango from Real Canadian Superstore. Face by the author. 
 



NO! 

 Markup is for Editorial, too. 

Lion, Lynx (?), and Puggle by ty beanie babies; scarves by the author. 
 



“Contextual editing”? 

 What’s that? 



Contextual editing = 

Getting technology (in this case, Word) to do 
things for you… 

But only 

when, 

where, and 

how 

you want it to. 



Word gives you tools 

 To do things with your styled (marked up) text. 

 



Applying styles 

Without styles  With styles 



And now, the fun part! 



Contextual Find & Replace 



Contextual Find & Replace 



Contextual Find & Replace 



OK, got it.  

 What else can I do? 



More complex contextual F&R 

For example… 

Find/change text in a specific style 

Get rid of all blank paras except those in [X] style 

Add formatting to find term and/or change term 

Create context-sensitive wildcard searches 

Change spelling contextually (e.g., skip block quotes) 

Achtung! Don’t use “replace all” for this one: your body 

text might have quotations in it. 

 



More complex contextual F&R 

Replace one style with another 

Replace para style + face formatting with a character style 

Change numbering format on lists but not notes, or vice 

versa 

Replace hyphen with en-dash in number spans 

 but not in the ISBNs that your journal puts in book-review headers 

 

Even if you don’t need to replace something, you might still 

need to find it! 
 

 



Navigation 

World War II–era Avro Lancaster, posted by Tom Wigley on flickr (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/amphalon/7204150562/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/amphalon/7204150562/in/photostream/






Navigation 

Screenshots from Activating the Heart: Storytelling, Knowledge Sharing, and Relationship, edited by Julia 

Christensen, Christopher Cox, & Lisa Szabo-Jones, forthcoming 2018 from Wilfrid Laurier University Press. 



Quick—change everything! 

 Once your text is styled, you can… 
 

Modify all instances of a style at one fell swoop 

Name 

Appearance 

Outline level 

 Functionality 

 

 Find all instances of Style A and replace them with Style X 
 



Here’s where it gets fabulous. 



Safer, quicker styling 

Auto-style all regular text with your designated 

“regular text” paragraph style 

Auto-style tables 

Apply styles using a palette instead of by hand 

Preserve internal face formatting when applying styles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Automagic contextual editing 

Using paragraph styles, complex contextual wildcard searches 

can be configured to exempt certain styles from certain 

changes. 

 These searches, known as “rules,” live in “dictionaries” – 

batches of rules – that allow you to run dozens or hundreds of 

search-and-replace operations with one command.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Matching using character styles 

 So what’s with all this 

rainbow confetti ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot from chapter 1 of Activating the Heart: Storytelling, Knowledge Sharing, and Relationship, 

ed. Julia Christensen, Christopher Cox, & Lisa Szabo-Jones, forthcoming 2018 from Wilfrid Laurier 

UP, processed by the author using eXtyles NLM in Word 2013. 



Matching using character styles 



Sample editorial warnings 



QUESTIONS? 
sylvia.aitw@gmail.com 

shunter@inera.com 

@sylwritesthings 

? 

Jelly beans by Shoppers Drug Mart; compilation by the author. 

mailto:sylvia.aitw@gmail.com
mailto:shunter@inera.com
https://twitter.com/sylwritesthings
https://twitter.com/sylwritesthings

